
 

Here’s What 
 

- Question 9 is low - compound sentences, specifically picking which word 
- Ruled it down to C and D, seemed like the comma was the issue 
- Second guessed themselves, just because it’s a FANBOY, still need to look at 

both sides for subject and predicate 
- Globally - 72% across the board is a celebration 

- 9, 10, 11 clearly weaker 
- Question 11 is difficult, but the answer choices were not what they were used to 

seeing, different from our practice, need to go back and share practice like this 
- Question 10, listing adjectives, still struggle even when seen practice, answer choices 

were evenly spread out. 
- Question 1 - nonetheless was tricky, some students had it read aloud 
- Need to hash out who needs what - not as trendy 
- Students are putting the comma after the FANBOYS 

So What 
 

- Students are good at listing, Question 5 
- Students need more practice with fragments vs. sentences 
- Look at released SOLS to see if/how fragments are assessed 
- When kids hear listing, they think three or more 

 

Now What 
 
 

- More formal lesson on transition words 
- Use questions as a warm-up to reteach grammar  (#9) 
- Looking at the specific uses and meanings of FANBOYS/AAAWWBBUIS (I forgot 

some of them) Continue to teach this in focus lesson/small group-will be 
re-assessed in a future grammar summative - Erin 

- Lauren will double check old SOL test to see how fragment questions are asked 
to ensure our practice matches the assessment 

- Having students articulate in writing/verbally why the answer is what it is. (Share 
the rule that makes it true!) 

- Having students justify their answers a common practice--give them points--this 
would slow fast test-takers down if they points are given 

- Continue to ask questions related to compound sentences/listing 
- Small group:Knowing where to place the comma in a series of adjectives, #10 
- Whole group: #9, 10 11 

 
 


